Questions Comments:

As a citizen of this state, I have been extremely disappointed in the ADEQ's stance and refusal to use factual science when it comes to protecting our state's waterways. Our governor and your department have been bought by big agri in allowing a few giant polluting CAFOs to use our beautiful state and our precious clean water resources as their sewage dump, destroying our huge tourism market for the benefit of a few greedy politicians who control the ADEQ. The BRWA group has years of water testing science which your group refuses to acknowledge or even review, instead pretends to be doing the investigate work you should be doing and slanting the results to to lie. It's completely disgusting to see how low our state departments have sunken to be bought by foreign companies, raising their hogs here, polluting the Buffalo River and then selling the meat to China and other countries. All we arkansas as get is the SHIT left in our waters. I'd like to think you would actually change and do your job, but all hope of that is just a distant dream. Shame shame shame.